9th Annual
Pediatric Allergy &
Dermatology for the Practitioner
March 11 - 13, 2016 (Fri—Sun)
The Four Seasons Resort, Whistler, BC

Join us in March 2016 for an accredited CPD conference with top quality, relevant, and clinically oriented presentations. Spring Break in BC is March 14—28, 2016, and we have excellent rates at one of Whistler’s finest resorts—starting at $260 per night (regular rate $519) at The Four Seasons Resort! Take advantage of these reduced group rates and bring your family—there will be ample time to socialize and enjoy the resort! This conference will be of interest to Paediatricians, Family Practitioners, Allergists, and Dermatologists.

Some topics include:
- Atopic Dermatitis—Making sense of guidelines
- Moles - What to do.
- Food Allergy update- Diagnose and treat. When to introduce.
- Asthma- Diagnosis and treatment update
- What’s new in Peds Derm and Peds Allergy
- Allergic rhinitis and immunotherapy
- Drug rashes
- Alopecia and hirsuitism
- Vascular lesions- Diagnosis and treatment
- Acne/ Plastic surgery pearls/ Gluten sensitivty

TO REGISTER

Five easy ways to register:
Online
www.ubccpd.ca
www.padc.org
Phone
(604) 875-5101
Fax
(604) 875-5078
Email
cpd.info@ubc.ca
Mail
UBC CPD
VGH JPPN 3300
910 West 10th Ave
Vancouver, BC  V5Z 1M9
Experience one of North America’s top year-round mountain resorts, wrapped in Four Seasons comfort and intuitive care. Enjoy a superb spa and mountain-side dining, plus easy access to the awe-inspiring ski slopes of Whistler Blackcomb.

In addition, the Four Seasons has offered the following benefits during your stay:

- Discounted valet parking fees of $25 per night plus tax (regularly $45)
- Complimentary internet in all rooms
- Group rate will be extended 3 days pre and post conference, so start your Spring Break early! (BC Spring Break is March 14-28)

Special conference rates starting at $260 per night (rates are usually $519/night) are offered to conference delegates. These rates do not include parking or taxes. Reservation can be done on-line or by telephone. If making telephone reservations please ensure that you mention that you are with the “Pediatric Allergy & Dermatology Conference 2016” in order to receive the appropriate rate. Please note that these rates are only available until February 9, 2016; after this date, they are offered on a space available basis, and you may not get the conference rate when making your booking.

Please also note that cancellations without penalty must be received by the Four Seasons thirty (30) days before check in; this includes shortening the length of your stay.

Friday, March 11, 2016

1500  Light Refreshments; registration and exhibits open
1530  Welcome & Opening Remarks
    Dr. James Bergman
1535  Atopic Dermatitis - Translating guidelines into clinical practice
    Dr. Miriam Weinstein
1605  What’s New in Pediatric Dermatology
    Dr. James Bergman
1635  It Ain’t easy being wheezy- A review of diagnosis and treatment
    Dr. Joanne Yeung
1705  JUST SAY NO TO DRUG rashes!
    Dr. Joseph Lam
1740  Question Period
1755  Conference Day ends; Welcome Reception

Saturday, March 12, 2016

0700  Continental Breakfast; registration and exhibits open
0730  Welcome & Introduction
    Dr. James Bergman
0735  Top 10 pearls from pediatric plastic surgery
    Dr. Jugpal Arneja
0805  Snot or Shots- Your choice! : Allergic rhinitis treatment
    Dr. Sara Leo
0835  What’s Gluten got to do with it? - A review of celiac
    Dr. Collin Barker
0900  Question Period
0915  Refreshment Break & Exhibits
0935  Tiny Talks (10 minute talks)
    • The low down on sunscreen - Dr. Miriam Weinstein
    • Basics of Biologics- Dr. Ian Landells
    • Steroids: Side effect and phobias- Dr. Joseph Lam
1005  Question Period
1020  Tiny Talks (10 minute talks)
    • Eosinophilic Esophagitis- Dr. Collin Barker
    • You Wheally need treatment! Urticaria therapy- Dr. TBA
    • Oral Allergy Syndrome- Dr. Joyce Yu
1050  Question Period
1105  Free Time - Whoo Hoo
1600  Refreshment Break; registration and exhibits open
1630  Small Group Workshops— 40 minutes with 5 minutes travel time between workshops; all workshops run three times
    A) Asthma: Case based session- Dr. Joyce Yu
    B) Food Allergy: Case based session- Dr. Sara Leo
    C) When a good test goes bad- What to test? When to test?
        -Dr. Joanne Yeung
1845  Conference Day ends; evening free
Sunday March 13, 2016

0730   Continental Breakfast; registration and exhibits open

0800   Small Group Workshops—40 minutes with 5 minutes travel time between workshops; all workshops run three times

A) Hair today, gone tomorrow!  Dr. James Bergman
B) Vascular lesions: Review  Dr. Miriam Weinstein
C) Pop the question! Diagnostic and therapeutic answers on acne. Dr. Ian Landells

1015   Refreshment Break & Exhibits

1045   Eat Up! Up to date guide on food allergies-
Dr. Edmond Chan

1115   Holy Moley, I don’t know what to do!- Dr. Ian Landells

1145   Question Period

1200   Closing Remarks; complete evaluations; conference ends

Keynote Faculty

Ian Landells MD, FRCP. Clinical Associate Professor Department of Medicine and Pediatrics Memorial University, Newfoundland. President of Canadian Dermatology Association.

Miriam Weinstein MD, FRCP. Associate Prof Department of Pediatrics, Division of Pediatric Dermatology, University of Toronto. Sick Kids Hospital.

Local Faculty

Conference chair:
James Bergman, MD, FRCP. Clinical Assistant Professor, Department of Dermatology and Skin Science, Faculty of Medicine, UBC

Speakers:
Jugpal Arneja, MD, MBA, FAAP, FACS,FRCSC. Clinical Associate Prof. Dept. of Plastic Surgery, BC Children’s Hospital, UBC.

Collin Barker, Msc (Epid), MD, FRCP. Clinical Associate Prof. Division of gastroenterology, Dept of Pediatrics, UBC. BC Children’s Hospital.

Edmond Chan, MD, FRCP. Clinical Assoc. Professor, Department of Pediatrics, UBC; Head Pediatric Clinical Immunology and Allergy BC Children’s Hospital.

Joseph Lam, MD, FRCP. Clinical Assistant Professor, Department of Pediatrics, UBC; Associate Member, Department of Dermatology and Skin Science, UBC

Sara Leo, MD, FRCP. Clinical Instructor, Division of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, UBC, BC Children’s Hospital.

Anita Kafai Wong, MD,CCFP. Family Physician, Langley, BC

Joanne Yeung, MD, FRCP. Clinical Instructor Dept of Pediatrics and Associate member Dept of medicine, UBC.

Joyce Yu, MDCM, FRCP, FAAP. Pediatric Allergist and Clinical Immunologist, Vancouver, BC; Clinical Assistant Professor, Department of Pediatrics, UBC

www.padc.org

CME Credits
The course is pending approval for 11.25 hours of Section 1 and Main-Pro M1 study credits.

CONTACT DETAILS
- Dr.  
- Mr.  
- Ms.  
- Urban  
- Rural

Last Name  Given Name(s)
Address
City  Prov/State  Postal Code
Telephone  Fax

I DO NOT CONSENT to being on the participant list
I DO NOT wish to be on the UBC CPD contact list

Are you a fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada (RCPSC)?
- Yes
- No

If yes, please list your specialty:

PAYMENT BY MAIL OR FAX
$  
VISA  MC

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

Credit Card Number  Expiry Date

Name of Cardholder  Signature

DIETARY REQUIREMENTS / ALLERGIES:
Severity:  HIGH  or  LOW, foods can be in the same room, but well labeled

*Do not email this form. No refunds or transfers, unless you cancel IN WRITING by February 25 for a $100 fee.